In this work, we incorporate and image individual fluorescent nanodiamonds in the powerful genetic model system Drosophila melanogaster. Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy and wide-field imaging techniques are applied to individual fluorescent nanodiamonds in blastoderm cells during stage 5 of development, up to a depth of 40 µm. The majority of nanodiamonds in the blastoderm cells during cellularisation exhibit free diffusion with an average diffusion coefficient of (6 ± 3) × 10 -3 µm 2 /s, (mean ± SD). Driven motion in the blastoderm cells was also observed with an average velocity of 0.13 ± 0.10 µm/s (mean ± SD) µm/s and an average applied force of 0.07 ± 0.05 pN (mean ± SD). Nanodiamonds in the periplasm between the nuclei and yolk were also found to undergo free diffusion with a significantly larger diffusion coefficient of (63 ± 35) × 10 -3 µm 2 /s (mean ± SD). Driven motion in this region exhibited similar average velocities and applied forces compared to the blastoderm cells indicating the transport dynamics in the two cytoplasmic regions are analogous.
Introduction
Tracking the motion of individual particles in living systems has over the past two decades, provided enormous insight into the bio-molecular activity occurring at the intra-cellular level. Single particle tracking (SPT) techniques have been at the forefront of this revolution, allowing exploration of single motor protein stepping [1] [2] [3] , DNA polymerisation [4] and cell membrane motility [5, 6] . The principle behind single particle tracking involves monitoring and tracking the position of an individual fluorescent probe over time with high spatial resolution. The effectiveness of the technique is often limited by the properties of the fluorescence probe itself. Traditional fluorescent probes such as single molecules, fluorescent dyes and quantum dots have been used extensively in this endeavor; however they each possess their own limitations in terms of photo-stability and/or cytotoxicity, two key parameters for long term in vivo studies. Over the past decade, there has been increased interest in the application of a new fluorescent probe in the form of nanodiamonds [7] [8] [9] . Atomic defects present in diamond have been shown to be photo-stable [7] , bright and suitable for long term SPT applications [10, 11] .
The long term stability and demonstrated bio-compatibility of nanodiamonds [12, 13] has opened up new opportunities for in vivo imaging [14, 15] . Nanodiamonds with a particular atomic defect namely, the negatively charged nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centre can be individually identified and bar coded via their optically detected magnetic resonance spectrum [11] , which could see them applied to long term cell lineage studies. However, before these types of applications can be fully explored we need to explore the applicability of these probes in model developmental biological systems. Here we take an important step in this endeavor by incorporating and imaging individual fluorescent nanodiamonds during embryogenesis in the genetic model organism, Drosophila melanogaster. We demonstrate a technique for incorporating nanodiamonds in the blastoderm cells of the developing embryo and implement single particle tracking (SPT) techniques to characterise the motion and forces applied on the nanodiamonds in discrete areas of the embryo up to a depth of 40 µm.
The development of the Drosophila embryo begins with 13 rounds of mitosis in a single syncytium, which results in a single layer of nuclei underlying the plasma membrane. Cellularisation begins with furrows of plasma membrane introgressing between adjacent nuclei and enclosing each nucleus to form a layer of outer cells (blastoderm cells) and a single large syncytial yolk cell as shown in Figure 1 . The accessibility of these outer cells for live imaging, combined with the ability to manipulate cellular processes both genetically and pharmacologically (i.e. by injection of drugs into the syncytium) [16] [17] [18] has made cellularisation an outstanding model system for studying the complex cellular processes underlying embryonic development [19, 20] .
In this work, we take advantage of the photo-stable properties of the NV defect in diamond and demonstrate SPT of individual nanodiamonds in the blastoderm cells of developing Drosophila embryos. Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) and wide-field microscopy are employed to study the dynamics of individual nanodiamonds at a range of depths throughout stage 5 of development. These techniques allow properties such as the diffusion, average velocity and applied force on the nanoparticles to be determined. 
Experimental Section
Drosophila adults were placed in an egg-laying chamber at 25˚C and embryos collected after 55 minutes. Embryos were bleached for 3 minutes (50% household bleach) to remove the waxy, opaque, outer covering (chorion), rinsed in tepid water, mounted on a coverslip using a thin layer of rubber cement and allowed to desiccate for 3-4 mins before being covered with Halocarbon oil. Micro-injection of the nanodiamond suspension was performed with Clark GC100TF-10 capillaries pulled on a Brown-Flaming Sutter P80 puller, or FemtoTip II pre-made tips (Eppendorf), and a FemtoJet Express pressure injector (Eppendorf). A volume of liquid 50-75 µl was injected into the posterior third of a pre-cellularisation embryo and allowed to diffuse throughout the syncytial cytoplasm. Embryos were allowed to develop for 60-90 mins before being imaged. A schematic representation of the experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 1 .
The synthesis of bright fluorescent nanodiamonds was conducted from commercially available Type IIa material (SYP 0.1) from Van Moppes, Switzerland. The source material has an initially high nitrogen concentration ([N] ~ 4.8 ppm) determined from electronic paramagnetic resonance studies. In order to improve the brightness of the diamonds the source material was irradiated with 2 MeV electrons with a fluence of 1×10 18 cm -2 at a temperature of < 80°C in a nitrogen ambient atmosphere. The induced vacancies were then made mobile to promote the formation of additional NV centres in the diamond lattice. This was achieved by a high temperature anneal of the irradiated material at 800°C for 2 hours in a vacuum of 10 -7 Torr. The nanodiamond powder was then oxidized at 425°C for 2 hours dispersed in milliQ water (1mg/ml), sonicated for 36 hours and centrifuged at 12,000 rcf for 2 min. The supernatant solution was examined using the Zetasizer nano (Malvern) and was found to exhibit an average particle distribution size of 131 ± 60 nm with a zeta potential of -28.5 mV representing a stable colloidal solution. Before micro-injection the nanodiamonds we conjugated with bovine serum albumin (BSA) to reduce bio-fouling at a ratio of 1:1 in milliQ water at a concentration of 0.5% w/v. Particle sizing and zeta potential measurements after conjugation revealed no significant change in particle size but an increase in the zeta potential to -39.7 mV.
Imaging was performed on an inverted confocal fluorescence microscope (Nikon, Eclipse Ti-U) with a ´100 1.45 NA (Nikon) oil immersion objective operating with 532nm excitation. Fluorescence from the nanodiamonds was collected with a ×100 1.45 NA objective and filtered using a long pass (560 nm) and band pass (650-750 nm) filter (Semrock) to eliminate unwanted pump excitation. The fluorescence was then focused onto a multi-mode optical fibre (core 62.5 μm) which acts as a pinhole for the confocal microscope. The sampling volume of the confocal microscope was determined through the measurement of the lateral and spatial resolution of the microscope. This was done by dispersing 15 nm nanodiamonds onto a glass coverslip. Nanodiamonds containing single NV centres act as point sources of light. Line scans in x,y and z were performed on 20 different single NV centres and fitted to a Gaussian profile. The full width half maximum of the averaged line scans was taken as the lateral and axial resolution. The lateral and spatial resolution of the microscope was r 0 = 290 ± 40 nm and z 0 = 490 ± 85 nm, respectively, which compared well with the manufactures specifications for the oil immersion lens.
Drosophila melanogaster embryos were imaged in two optical configurations: confocal and wide-field microscopy.
Confocal imaging was performed with 532 nm excitation (300 µW) in a temperature controlled environment of 18ºC. The fluorescence from individual nanodiamonds was detected using a single photon counting detector (Perkin Elmer, SPCM-AQRH-12) with photon arrival times correlated with a multiple event time digitizer (FAST ComTec, P7889). Wide-field imaging was performed on the same inverted microscope with the addition of a telescope to expand the excitation beam by a factor of 3 and a focusing lens (f = 300 mm) to focus the excitation light onto the back aperture of the objective creating a uniform wide-field illumination. Typical excitation powers used for widefield imaging ranged between 2-4 W/mm 2 . The wide-field fluorescence image was detected with a sCMOS camera (Andor, Neo) over the 60×60 μm field of view.
Results and discussion
In vivo imaging of the embryos was undertaken during stage 5 (cellularisation) of embryonic development. The fluorescent nanodiamonds were clearly observed above any cell auto fluorescence with a signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 100 (10) for confocal (wide-field) imaging. This strong signal allowed convenient particle tracking techniques, FCS and wide-field SPT, to be employed to probe the subcellular dynamics. In the first part of the investigation, FCS was used to characterize the dynamics of individual fluorescent nanodiamonds in the blastoderm cells during stage 5 of development. At this point the cells are not completely isolated and still maintain connections with the syncytial yolk cytoplasm through wide cytoplasmic bridges. A typical confocal image of injected nanodiamonds in the blastoderm cells at the posterior end of the embryo 10 µm above the cover slip is shown in Figure 2 . The cell membrane auto-fluorescence shows the arrangement of the blastoderm cells in a honeycomb type structure. The dwell time per pixel was set to 10 ms to maximize the signal from the fluorescent nanodiamonds. This led to non-Gaussian fluorescence images of the individual nanodiamonds due to diffusion over the 2 sec intervals between line scans. Fluorescent nanodiamonds located within this field of view were targeted for FCS studies. As shown in Figure 2 the majority of nanodiamonds are localised to the periphery of the cell where the membrane furrow is introgressing. With the confocal excitation beam fixed on a single pixel, fluorescence counts were monitored and correlated over time and in general could be described by the auto-correlation function for free diffusion in two dimensions [21] :
where t d is the average residual time in the focal volume under free diffusion, ω = z 0 / r 0 is the aspect ratio of the sampling volume and � is the average number of molecules in the sampling volume. The diffusion co-efficient, D, of a particle is then given by the relationship
A typical fluorescence intensity correlation plot obtained from an individual fluorescent nanodiamond in a blastoderm cell is shown in Figure 3 . The fluorescence signal from the nanodiamond was filtered using a long pass (560 nm) and band-pass filter (650-750 nm) and measured with the single photon counting detector and multiple event time digitizer. The fluorescence counts were recorded as a function of time using the event time digitizer with a bin size of 13749 ns. The concentration of fluorescent nanodiamonds was kept sufficiently low such that on average only one nanodiamond was diffusing through the excited volume at once as confirmed by the correlation amplitude of ~1. The mean diffusion coefficient extracted from 15 motility events was D = (6 ± 4) × 10 -3 µm 2 /s, (mean ± SD). Of the nanodiamonds probed using FCS more than 80% were found to undergo free diffusion. Driven motion of individual nanodiamonds was also observed with an example shown in Figure 4 . For driven motion the intensity correlation data were modeled by:
where t v =r 0 /v is the average residual time if there is only a flow (no diffusion) and v is the velocity of the particle. The diffusion co-efficient for the nanodiamond shown in Figure 4 was found to be D = 1.41 ± 0.01×10 -3 µm 2 /s with a velocity of v = r 0 /t v = 0.030 ± 0.003 μm/s. With the knowledge of the driven velocity of the nanodiamond, information regarding the applied force on the nanoparticle can also be determined using a combination of the Stokes-Einstein relationship D = k b T/6πηR and Stokes Law f e =6πηR v:
where v is the velocity of the particle, k b is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, D is the diffusion coefficient R is the is the dynamic viscosity and η is the radius of the particle.
Therefore, the applied force on the nanodiamond was 0.08 ± 0.01 pN. Driven motion in this model system can be attributed to cytoskeletal motors such as dynein, kinesin and myosin which have been shown to generate forces in vitro from 0.25 to 5 pN, depending on the applied load and local ATP concentration [1, 22] . The significantly smaller forces observed here in vivo may be a result of the dense cytoskeletal networks present in developing blastoderm cells.
Wide-field imaging of nanodiamonds in vivo
Although FCS provides an accurate and detailed description of the intra-cellular dynamics of nanoparticles, its small sampling volume, in our case 0.23 ± 0.08μm 3 , is limiting for probing the large number of particles over wide fields of view. An alternative technique to FCS is single particle tracking through wide-field microscopy, whereby sequential images of the entire field of view can be acquired and the trajectory of many nanoparticles can be tracked simultaneously over long periods of time. By tracking the individual trajectories of nanodiamonds and determining the mean squared displacement over time we can again probe the intra-cellular dynamics of the individual nanodiamonds. Figure 5 shows a wide-field fluorescence image of a stage 5 Drosophila embryo injected with fluorescent nanodiamonds. The nanodiamonds are clearly observed above the embryo auto-fluorescence, allowing us to efficiently probe the dynamics of individual nanodiamonds in distinct regions of the embryo. Figure 5 also highlights the trajectories of the nanodiamonds over a time period of 5s. The trajectories were identified from sequential images with a 200 ms acquisition time using ImarisCell (Bitplane) spot tracker software package. Particle trajectories from individual nanodiamonds where determined from particles which appeared consistently in 5 consecutive images and were isolated from other surrounding particles, to rule out any particle identity confusion. The mean squared displacement (MSD) of each nanodiamond can then be determined from the trajectory data. In particular, the slope of the MSD versus time is directly related to the diffusion coefficient and driven motion for that particle. This relationship is found from the Einstein, Fokker-Planck or Langevin theory of Brownian motion [26] and is given by:
where n represents the displacement in 1, 2 or 3 dimensions and v x is the drift velocity in the x direction arising from an external force providing a driven unidirectional component to the random motion of a particle.
Wide-field fluorescence images were acquired of the lateral surface of the embryo towards the posterior end, at several depths within the embryo. The first sets of images were measured at the level of the nuclei and ingressing furrow (10-15 µm from the outer membrane) (i.e. hereafter "furrow periplasm") and a second set of images in the periplasm underlying the nuclei (20-40 µm from the outer membrane, hereafter the "sub-nuclear periplasm"). Typical nanodiamond trajectories and MSDs over time are shown in Figure 6 for nanodiamonds within the furrow periplasm during stage 5. Sixty percent of fluorescent nanodiamonds observed within the furrow periplasm at the posterior end of the embryo were found to undergo free diffusion with linear MSDs and a mean diffusion co-efficient of (6 ± 3)×10 -3 µm 2 /s (mean ± SD) from 23 motility events. The broad standard deviation in our case arises from the non-uniform particle size distribution 130 ± 60 nm. 40% of the nanodiamonds were found to undergo driven motion as evidenced by their non-linear MSDs. By fitting the data to Equation 4 the diffusion co-efficient, driven velocity and applied force was determined. The mean driven velocity observed was v x = 0.13 ± 0.10 µm/s (mean ± SD) from 19 motility events. Taking into account the measured diffusion co-efficient of each particle, the mean applied force exerted on an individual nanodiamond was 0.07 ± 0.05 pN (mean ± SD) with a maximum applied force of 0.21 pN. These applied forces are again consistent with the forces generated by cytoskeletal motors. The measured driven velocities of the nanodiamonds are also consistent with the measured velocities of kinesin, dynein and myosin motors which have been shown to vary from 0.1 to 1 um/s for loads from 1 to 5 pN [1, 22, 23] As a comparison, the dynamics of the injected particles in the sub-nuclear periplasm were also observed. The majority of nanodiamonds in the sub-nuclear periplasm (60%) were found to undergo some form of driven motion with 40% of the nanodiamond exhibiting free diffusion. The mean diffusion co-efficient of the nanodiamonds in the sub-nuclear periplasm was (63 ± 35) ×10 -3 µm 2 /s (mean ± SD) from 13 motility events. This is on average a factor of 10 faster than the diffusion rates observed in the furrow periplasm. The difference in the diffusion coefficients in the furrow periplasm and sub-nuclear periplasm may be attributed to the fact that the majority of nanodiamonds observed in the furrow periplasm were located at the cell periphery and may be associated with dense cytoskeletal networks which could inhibit the motion.
The average driven velocity observed from nanodiamonds in the sub-nuclear periplasm was 0.27 ± 0.12 µm/s (mean ± SD) from 18 motility events which indicates an average applied force of 0.05 ± 0.04 pN (mean ± SD) with a maximum applied force of 0.28 ± 0.02 pN. This result shows that the transport mechanisms present within the blastoderm cells at both the furrow and sub-nuclear levels are analogous. Furthermore, this simple technique for determining the applied force on the nanodiamond may prove to be an effective tool for improving our understanding of embryonic trafficking and development.
Embryo Injections and nanodiamond toxicity test
Survivability tests were also carried out on a set of Drosophila embryos injected with separate milliQ, BSA and the conjugated nanodiamond:BSA suspension. Drosophila melanogaster embryos were allowed to develop for 1 day at 25˚C in a humidified chamber and the number of injected embryos that had hatched into the oil assayed. Survival rates for the nanodiamond in BSA solution (12.16%, n=148) did not differ significantly from BSA controls 14.07% (n=135) (p=0.7248, Fisher's Exact test). This is in agreement with previous toxicity studies carried out on nanodiamonds in C. Elegans embryos [12] . There was also no observable developmental delay in any group compared with un-injected embryos. This result further validates the applicability of florescent nanodiamond probes for long term intra-cellular studies in vivo.
Conclusion
In conclusion we have demonstrated that micro-injected nanodiamonds are effective nanoscale fluorescent probes for determining the intra-cellular dynamics in developing Drosophila embryos. FCS and wide-field imaging techniques were used to identify and track individual nanodiamonds. Free diffusion and driven motion of individual nanodiamonds were observed in blastoderm cells at the posterior end of Drosophila embryos during stage 5 of development. From the trajectories analysis we determined a mean diffusion co-efficient and driven velocity of (6 ± 3) × 10 -3 µm 2 /s, (mean ± SD) and 0.13 ± 0.10 µm/s (mean ± SD) µm/s, respectively in the furrow periplasm. While in the sub-nuclear periplasm the mean diffusion co-efficient and driven velocity was observed (63 ± 35) ×10 -3 µm 2 /s (mean ± SD) and 0.27 ± 0.12 µm/s, (mean ± SD) respectively. The mean applied force on the nanodiamonds ranged between 0.05 and 0.07 pN in the two regions of interest with a maximum applied force of 0.28 ± 0.02 pN, which suggests the transport mechanisms of the nanodiamonds in the furrow and sub-nuclear periplasm are analogous.
Future work to conjugate biological molecules to the nanodiamonds in order to visualise the dynamic behaviour of more targeted molecules such as kinesin motors is currently underway. This combined with the attractive quantum properties offered by nanodiamond probes may allow for more advanced tagging and orientation tracking [11, 24] applications, with the potential for cell lineage tracking as the embryo develops into more complicated stages.
